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Introduction:  The seasonal cycling of CO2 between 
the atmosphere and the polar ice caps is a major driver 
of the Martian circulation. Two physical processes are 
involved in the formation of the winter ice caps: direct 
deposition  (frost)  and  snowfall  resulting  from atmo-
spheric condensation into CO2  ice clouds. For present 
day Mars, both GCM modeling and observations sug-
gest that CO2  ice particles (clouds in the atmosphere 
and snowfall on the surface) affect the infrared emis-
sivity of the polar  nights and could contribute to the 
observed asymmetry of the South Pole Residual CO2 

ice cap ([1],[2],[3]). It is therefore important to under-
stand and reproduce the observed CO2 ice clouds and 
assess their radiative effects in general circulation mod-
els.
 When  incorporating  the  radiative  effects  of  CO2 

clouds, we find the following results:  
• reduced direct deposition onto the caps due to 

the backscattering by clouds of upwelling sur-
face radiation 

• increased  cloud  particle  sizes  due  to  their 
cooling effect in and around the atmospheric 
15 micron band, sometimes leading to more 
snowfall  because  of  increased  sedimentation 
rates

• reduced nucleation rates (under study)
• reduced cloud opacity due to reduced nucle-

ation rates and enhanced snowfall

Model Presentation: The NASA Ames General Circu-
lation model was run for 5 years assuming a 7 mbar at-
mosphere containing a constant mixing ratio of 95% of 
CO2 . We adapt a sophisticated water ice cloud micro-
physics package to represent CO2  ice cloud nucleation, 
growth,  and  sedimentation  ([4],[5]).  Ice  cap  albedos 
and depth of subsurface ice were tuned to best fit the 
Viking Surface Pressure data (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Viking Pressure data and GCM results for the 
radiatively inert baseline simulation  

The model uses MOLA topography and TES-derived 
maps of bare ground surface albedo and ground ther-
mal  inertia.  The  model  is  forced  with  a  prescribed 
TES-observed dust map from MY 26, and the dust is-
radiatively active. The transported dust is modeled as 
radiatively passive. 

Modeling of the Radiative Effects of CO2 clouds: We 
generate a table of particle extinction, scattering  and 
asymmetry parameters for a set of cloud particle sizes, 
volume ratio of dust core to ice shell, and wavelengths 
in the visible and in the IR. This is a three step process. 
We first generate these parameters using a Mie code. 
We then carry out a Planck-weighting and wavelength-
averaging on the parameters to bin them in 8 visible 
and 5 infrared bands.  We consider  29 cloud particle 
radii ranging from 0.1-950 microns, and 15 dust core 
to ice shell volume ratios ranging from 0.1 to  0.99. Fi-
nally, the radius-dependent parameters are modified to 
correspond to an effective radius, in order to account 
for the modeling of the clouds as a log-normal distribu-
tion in the Ames GCM.
 Hereafter we refer to the Radiatively Active Cloud run 
as RAC, and to the radiatively inert run as Non RAC.
 
Model Results: 
Reduced Cloud Opacity: three types of clouds are pre-
dicted to form: polar night clouds, mesospheric equato-
rial clouds, and cap edge clouds which form over the 
subliming CO2  ice caps during fall and spring (Figure 
2). 

Figure  2:  Zonally  averaged  column-integrated  cloud 
optical  depths in the visible as a function of latitude 
and Ls : Non RAC (left) ;  RAC (right)  

 The overall pattern of CO2  clouds remains unchanged 
when clouds are radiatively active. We find however, a 
thinner cloud cover during the polar nights, particularly 
at the high northern latitudes where the bulk of the CO2 

clouds  are  predicted  to  form. Two factors  appear  to 
contribute  to  the  reduced  cloud opacity in  the  RAC 
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simulation: bigger cloud particles and reduced nucle-
ation rates.

Bigger  Cloud  Particles:  CO2 clouds  enhance  and 
broaden the emissivity of the atmosphere around the 15 
micron band which is  characteristic  of  gaseous CO2. 
The  resulting  enhanced  cooling  of  the  atmosphere 
increases  saturation  rates  which  lead  to  higher 
growthrates, reduced evaporation rates,  and increased 
cloud particle sizes (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Zonally and annually averaged cloud radii as 
a  function  of  altitude  and  latitude:  Non RAC (left); 
RAC (right)

Bigger cloud particles will fall out of the atmosphere 
on shorter timescales, enhancing snowfall and reducing 
atmospheric opacity. The correlation between reduced 
opacity and enhanced snowfall is particularly evident 
around southern winter solstice (Figure 2 and top right 
plot of figure 4).

Reduced  Nucleation  Rates:  despite  the  bigger  cloud 
particle sizes, the predicted snowfall is not consistently 
more important in the RAC run. We attribute this dis-
crepancy to the fact that, overall, nucleation rates are 
reduced in the RAC case (Figure 4), which cannot be 
explained by a scarcity of free dust, i.e., condensation 
nucleii. We are currently investigating the reasons be-
hind the predicted reduced nucleation rates.

Reduced direct deposition onto the caps:  CO2 clouds 
absorb and reemit towards the surface part of the out-
going surface IR around the 15 micron band. In both 
hemispheres, the reduction of the  net surface infrared 
emission  results  in  reduced  direct  deposition  (frost) 
onto  the  caps,  i.e.,  reduced  seasonal  cap  masses.  At 
latitude 85oN, where cloud mass maximizes, the reduc-
tion in outgoing surface IR is small (less than 3Wm-2). 
Similarly,  comparison  to  Gamma  Ray  Spectrometer 
cap mass data only shows a 4% and 1% reduction in 
the maximum cap masses of the northern and southern 
hemispheres, respectively (Figure 5).

 
Figure 4:   Total  snowfall (top) and dust mass nucle-
ation rates (bottom) during the respective polar nights 
(north-left; south-right): Non RAC (black); RAC (red)
 

Figure  5:   Polar  cap  masses  as  observed  by  GRS 
(black)  and  as  simulated  by  the  GCM  -  Non  RAC 
(blue) ; RAC (red)

Summary and Conclusions: Incorporating the radia-
tive effects of clouds has a minor effect on the CO2 cy-
cle. Direct deposition of CO2  frost is reduced and, con-
sequently, the total cap mass is somewhat reduced. The 
enhanced cooling by the clouds leads to larger cloud 
particle sizes and reduced column cloud opacities. This 
latter effect is important to consider when comparing 
observations of low-infrared brightness temperatures of 
the polar regions and when studying the possible rela-
tionship between ice particle sizes and springtime albe-
do of the South Pole Residual Cap. 
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